Thermal sensitivity of neurons in a rostral part of the rat solitary tract nucleus.
While stimulating the entire oral cavity of anesthetized rats, we recorded 3 types of neurons in the solitary tract nucleus; taste, mechanoreceptive and cold neurons. Most of the taste neurons were sensitive to thermal as well as to mechanical stimulations. Taste neurons predominantly sensitive to sucrose responded to warming and those most excited by NaCl or HCl were sensitive to cooling, and significant correlations were found between sucrose and warming and between NaCl and cooling. Most of the cold-sensitive taste neurons had receptive fields (RFs) at the anterior tongue and warm-sensitive taste neurons had whole or part of the RFs at the nasoincisor duct. About half the number of mechanoreceptive neurons were sensitive to cooling, producing phasic responses. RFs of some thermosensitive mechanoreceptive neurons and cold neurons were located. Warm-sensitive mechanoreceptive neurons or warm neurons were not evident. Therefore, interaction between thermal and taste sensations in the oral cavity probably takes place in the solitary tract nucleus, as well as in the chorda tympani.